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out the country, but the rules of the Loadon gild were
taken over bodily by the pewterers' gild at York, which
ranked as the second centre of the trade, in i/j-iG.1
Moreover, the London gild—or rather Company, for
the pewterers had been incorporated by royal charter
in 1468—exercised the right of search and forfeiture of
bad material throughout the country in 1474, at which
time many provincial pewterers were enrolled therein.2
Nor was the composition of the metal the only point
regulated ; in 1438 an elaborate assize of weights of
different articles was drawn up : these include chargers,
in various sizes from 7 pounds down to 2|, platters,
from 30 pounds the dozen down to 22 pounds, dishes,
saucers, 4 the Cardinals hatte and saucers,' Florentine
dishes and saucers, bowls and various types of salt-
cellars.3 The price of workmanship was also fixed, in
1483, at 8s. the hundredweight for * Normandy potts ',
&c., and at 75. for ' howssold potts, mesure potts and
four-penny, three-penny and twopenny ware '.4
Closely allied to the pewterers by the nature of their
craft were the founders, of whom the potters (makers
of brass pots), latoners (workers of latten—a variety of
brass in common use in mediaeval times), and copper-
smiths were specialized branches which occasionally
maintained an independent existence as separate gilds.
Two other branches of the founders' craft—the casting
of bells and of guns—are of sufficient historic interest
and importance to justify their being treated separately,
1	Memorandum Book of York (Surtees Soc.), i. xli.
2	Welch, Hist, of Pewterers' Co., 43.	3 Ibid., 11, 12.
* Ibid., 57. For an inventory of a pewterer's tools, including
moulds, hammers, anvils, * pryntes ' or dies, &c., see London Letter
Book K, 65 ; also Test. Ebor. (Surtees Soc.), ii. ccxv.
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